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In the framework of Wu and Yang theory of U(l) magnetic

raonopoles, two problems are revisited te ~MÈ» wOMk: (i) the bind

in^ of a spin-0 monopole to a spin-1/2 particle possessing an

arbitrary magnetic dipole moment, and (ii) the energy levels and

properties of the electron-dyon system. In both problems, the

spin-1/2 particle is assumed to obey the Pauli spin equation.

Spin-orbit and other higher order terms are treated as a per-

turbation, in connection with the second mentioned problem. Wu

atid Yang's spinor monopole harmonics allow an elegant and sim

plified treatment of those problems. The results obtained are

in good agreement with those obtained in older papers. (.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, Wu and Yang1 propounded a new formu-

lation for the system consisting of a charged particle and a

U(l) magnetic monopole, in which Dirac's string singularities

in the vector potential2 are completely absent.

Their theory, from the mathematical view point, has the

geometrical structure of a fiber bundle. In other words, the

conciliation of '-letromagnetisio with magnetic monopoles and

quantum mechan:? ?•• , leads naturally to a nontrivial U(l) fiber

bundle*. As a <- ,rsequence, instead of wave functions, one ar-

rives at the concept of wave-sections. In particular, the

eigen-sections *>f the angular momentum operator for a spinless

charged partis e in the magnetic field of a monopole, are the

so called mono)»ole harmonics Y . m ^ * which are general-

izations of the ordinary spherical harmonics. The additional

label q - de/oting the product of the electric charge of the

particle time? the magnetic charge of the monopole - is an in

teger or half-integer that specifies how the wave-sections,

defined in two overlapping regions R and R. around the mono

pole, are related in the region of overlap.



The concept of monopole harmonics and their general-

izations provides an important simplification in the treatment

of problems involving magnetic monopoles, as compared with older

treatments based on symmetric top wave functions d (8). We
m ,n

hope that this will become apparent in the following sections,

where two problems are revisited and solved by means of Wu and

Yang's method. The first one, to be discussed in section 2,

is that of the binding of a spinless monopole to a spin-1/2

particle possessing an arbitrary magnetic dipole moment, a

problem first attacked by Malkus1* and later by Sivers5, in con

nection with the possibility of binding of a magnetic monopole

to a spin-1/2 atomic nucleus. In this problem, the spin -1/2

particle is treated by means of the Pauli spin equation ,neglec_t

ing the spin-orbit interaction and higher relativistic terms.

Clearly, the application of these results to the monopole-

nucleus system is, in several aspects, an admittedly rough

procedure serving, at most, as order of magnitude estimates.

The inadequacy of the treatment and small distances can be part

ly circumvented by a cut-off introduced by means of a hard

repulsive core with a radius equal to the nuclear radius, as
first suggested by Sivers5.

The second problem, to be discussed in section 3,. is

that of the energy spectrum of the electron-dynn quantum system,



with its respective degeneracy pattern. Also studied is the

electric dipole moment of the same system. In our treatment»

the electron is described by a Pauli spin equation, the spin

orbit and higher order terms being considered as a perturbation.

In both problems, the relevant harmonics are the two-

components spinor monopole harmonics, discussed by Kazama,

Yang and Goldhaber' in relation with their treatment of the

Dirac equation7 for a charged particle in the field of a

magnetic monopole. A small Appendix contains the relevant re

suits on those harmonics that will be used in this work. Final̂

ly, section t is devoted to the main conclusions.

2. BINDING OF A SPINLESS U(l) MAGNETIC MONOPOLE TO A CHARGED

PARTICLE Or SPIN-1/2 WITH A GIVEN MAGNETIC MOMENT

rollowing refs. CO and (S), we treat the above problem

in the Pauli spin approximation (U * c = 1)

-^(p - ZlelXV-Bz - ^ ? 2^£ • V(r) * * E* (2.1)
L2T Z 2M, r3 J



where T is the reduced mass of the system, vg is the magnetic

monopole charge (v = ±l, ±2,...)» Z(e{ is the electric charge

of the particle, and B z is its number of nuclear magnetons

£|e|/2Mj, where Mt is the proton massj. Possi.le relativistic

corrections are included in V(r). In order to avoid string sin

gularities in the vector potential, X is defined1 as two func-

tions (X)a and (X)b in two overlapping regions R and R^ around

the monopole. Consequently, • is a section and in order to

solve Pauli equation (2.1), one has simply to consider the total

angular momentum

3 « t • o/2 (2.2)

which is an Hermitian operator in the Hilbert space of sections.

In (2.2), L is defined as

L = r x ( p - Z\e\t) - q | (2.3)

where q = Z|e|vg, and a are the Pauli spin matrices. The

eigen-sections of 3J and J, are the spinor monopole har-

monicb, whose main properties are reproduced in the Appendix.

Setting



í * t - Z|e|X

we have the identity

2T
J - z|e|X)« - Z | c | v« L £

2T 2T r»
(2,5)

so that, the Pauli equation (2.1) can be written as

i (S.P). • v /Z _ M lelgl-1* vcr)
2T \ */ r*

(2.6)

This equation will be solved, separately, for two cases. In the

first one, we will study the state with angular momentum

j = Iql - 1/2} in the second, the states with j > |q| • 1/2 .

Writting the angular momentum in the form

j* (2.7)

then the state with j « |q| - 1/2 correspond to take N « 0, and

the states with j > |q| -1/2 correspond to take N integer >1

in (2.7).



2.A - THE LOWEST ANGULAR MOMENTUM STATE

The lowest angular momentum state (N = 0) has

(2.S)

and is described by the two component spinor (see Appendix)

(2)
n m = *a'm' 3 * l<ll " lyf2« (2.9)

Making use of properties P. 5 and P.6 of the Appendix in the spin

equation (2.6) with the "Ansatz"

* = f<r)n (2.10)
in m

we readily obtain the following radial equation

- ~ -̂ -fr2 -~]f(r) + — f(r) + 2T(E-V)f(r) =0 (2.11)
r2 drL drj rl

where

0( = |e|vg iz - ~ Bzj -̂ - . (2.12)

By Dirac's quantization condition*

|e|g * ̂  or 2q = Zv, (2.13)

and equation (2.12) becomes



Bt * — IZ - -i~ B7) . (2.14)
2 \ M, Ll

Note that B« may be negative (attraction), depending on rhe

values of the various quantities involved. In particular, for

the proton ( Z U and Bj = 2,79), Bt is always negative for

M >0,56Mi, and positive for M <0,S6Mi. On the other hand,

for instance, for the He* nucleus (Z= 2 and B2 = -2,12), B( is

always positive. Table I give typical values of B» for He* and

for the proton with various assumptions about the magnetic mo-

nopole charge and mass.

It may be remarked that for the neutron case (Z=0), the

lowest angular momentum state is absent, so that for this ease,

the possible N values are

N s 2, 2, 3, ...

which will be studied in section 2.B.

The results obtained in this section coincide with those

of Sivers, except that the sign of v is to assume, correctly,

either value, positive or negative.



Table I: Typical values of ft», given by expression (2.14)

Nucleus

P» H

CZ = 1)

He»

l»

C
(Z= 6)

FJ#

(Z*9)

BZ

2,79

-2,12

0,702

2,63

V

11

± 2

± 1

± 2

t 1

t 2

* 1

* 2

M
g

(M,= 1)

1,16

100

200

0,81

100

200

100

200

100

200

32,2

100

200

23,3

100

200

4,1*6

100

200

1,32

100

200

Be

-0,25

-0,88

-0,89

-0,25

-1,77

-1,78

4,09

4,13

8,17

8,27

-0,25

-1,04

-1,28

-0,25

-2,09

-2,57

-0,25

-16,6

-18,3

"0,25

-33,1

-36,6
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2.B - HIGHER ANGULAR MOMENTUM STATES

For angular momentum states with

j* |q| - 1/2 or Nil, (2.15)

we take the "Anzatz"

(2,16)

Ci)
in terms of the spinor monopole harmonics Ç. , defined in the

Appendix. Using, now, the properties P.7 to P.10 in equation

(2.6) with the wave section (2.16), we obtain two 2nd order dif

ferential equations for f(r)

f - pCu-1) • ?CK f + 2T(E-V)f = 0 (2.17)2 dr L drJ r2

r2 dr L dr

where

X/K f 4 2T(B.V)f * 0 (2.18)

r i1/*
M * I N ( N * | Z V | ) J

and
»• r T "i

(2.20)
vi r T T

x ' 7 M BZ " z l
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Eqs.(2.17) and (2.18) are made to coincide into a single dif-

ferential equation if

u(y-l) • XK = y(y + l) + -gr • (2.21)

Solving for K, one gets

C1.Í2)

and

v<2> , U • (U2 + Y 2 ) / a , o

Then, the two possibles wave sections are given by

o) ( a ) ( 2 > i
and

(2)

(2.25)

(M)
where the function f is obtained as the solution of

«JS. f"*/_ _n fM^/ + 2T(E-V)f
w'«0

r2 dr L dr J ra

(2.26)

with
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(1'a> , , , »/.
e N - H 1 ? (wa+X*> * (2.27)

By using, now, (2.19) and (2.20)» we finally obtain

; N(N* |2v|) • TT ( BZ " Z ) »0N s N(N* | | | | TT ( Z )

( 2 .28 )

where the up (down) sign corresponds to the solution 4* \ * / •

Again, as in the lowest angular momentum case, this number may

be positive or negative, depending on the values of the various

quantities involved. In particular, for the proton, with M >Mj

(where M i s the monopole mass) 8» is always posi t ive , in

contrast with 0« for the N = 0 case. Table II give typical

values of B» for He* and proton with various assunptions about

the magnetic monopole charge and for differents angular momentum

states .
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Table II: Typical values of BN » given by expression (2.28)

for several spin 1/2 nuclei.

Nucleus

V

(Z = 0)

p, H

(Z = 1)

He»

(Z = 2)

BZ

-1,91

2,79

-2,12

(MI!D

200

200

200

± 1

t 2

± 1

± 2

± 1

t 2

N

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

-0,38

1,79

5,85

-1,15

1,24

5,45

0,33

3,39

3,42

0,52

4,66

10,74

-1,48

2,99

9,34

-3,56

3,04

11,55

c
2,38

6,21

12,15

3,15

6,76

12,55

3,67

8,61

15,58

5,48

11,34

19,26

7,48

13,01

20,66

15,56

20,96

30,45

(rotit. )



Table II - (Cont.)

Nucleus

CM

(Z = 6)

: F "

<Z* 9)

H

0,702

2,63

M
g

(Hi = 1)

200

200

V

±1

i 2

±1

±2

N

1
2
3

1
2
3

1

2

3

1
2
3

(»)

3,25
11,20
21,17

6,59
20,51
36,1*5

5,51
16,33
29,20

11,27
31,01
52,81

<*)

*N

10,75
20,BO
32,83

19 , HI
35,19
53*55

1«*,«*9

27,67

42,80

26,73
48,99
73,19

2.C - THE RADIAL EQUATION

Th« radial equation 1»

r* dr
f - -^ t t 2T(B-V>f « 0

r1
(2.29)



with 8 given by 6* for 3 = |q| -1/2 (N«0) and by BN for

ji |q! +1/2 (Nil). As pointed out in sections 2.A and 2.B,

0 may be positive or negative. In either case» the above equa

tion may give rise to bound-states, as first pointed out by

Sivers5.

For completeness, we briefly discuss the bound state so

lutions for the case of an electrically uncharged monopole. In

this case, the Coulomb potential vanishes in (2.29). Then if

6>0, no bound states, of course, exist. If 6<0, the particle

falls in the center, where the monopole is: there is no lower

bound for the energy E. However, if V(r) represents an infi-

nite repulsive hard core at some small distance r», that is, if

V(r> - .
• for 0 < r < r#

0 for r> r»
(2.30)

then* equation (2.29) may give rise to definite bound states.

This situation is physically reasonable if the particle is a

spin 1/2 atomic nucleus interacting with the monopole. At very

short distances, the hadronic interactions may then he simu-

lated by a potencial like (2.30) at distances r» corresponding to

the nuclear radius (r»« 1.2A * ? ). As first shown in ref. S,

one can then get binding energies much larger than those pre-

dicted by Malkus.
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The boundary conditions to be imposed to the radial equa-

tion

-̂  fr 2—1 f - Fk2r2 • S(S*1)1 f = 0 (2.31)
dr I drj [ J

where k2 * -2TE, are. now

f(ro> s 0
(2.32)

lim f(r) = 0 .

The corresponding negative energy solution is given by*

f(r) = r" /aKp(kr) , (2.33)

'Where K is the modified Bessel function of order
P

(2.34)

The modified Bessel functions has no zeros, unless p be purely

imaginary, that is

&< - £ (2.35)

In this case, approximate values for the energy, are easily seen

to be given by

l/t_

(2,36)
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Notice the sensitivity of E, to the value of r« . This type

of binding occurs only for systems with §<-l/»». This is the

case of the proton for N«Q and M >M t, as can be seen from

table I. On the other hand, for He1 and neutron this type of

binding can occur only in some cases, depending on the values

of N , v and of the angular momentum N (see table II). Typical

values of the brinding energy (2.36) for several nuclei, are

given in table III.

Table III: Typical values of the binding energy, given by equa

tion (2.36), with r» * bAl'(b « 1,2F except for n and

p where the value b = 0,8F was taken).

Nucleus

n

P

He'

c»

Mg

(Mi -1)

200

200

200

200

200

V

11

12

±1

12

11

12

11

12

11

12

CO

0,8

0.8

0,8

0.8

1,7

1.7

2,8

2.8

3.2

N

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

o

-0,38

-1.15

-0,89

-1.78

-1,«»8

-3.56

-1,28

-2.57

-18,3

-36.6

E.

[M.V]

I»,2H

29.1»

20,9

H9.9

2,99

8.05

0,22

0.50

2»11
••.25
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3 - THE ELECTRON-DYON QUANTUM SYSTEM

We treat in this section the bound states of the elec-

tron -dy on quantum system in the non-relativistic approximation

and in two differents cases. In either case, the dyon is con-

sidered as a spinless particle with magnetic charge vg (v=±l ,

*?,...), electric charge Ae(A**l, ±2,...) and infinite mass.

The two cases are:

(i) we neglect the electron spin, describing it by Schrodinger

equation, and

(ii) we take into account the electron spin and use the Pauli

equation to describe it.

(i) The Schrddinger Case

The SchrOdinger equation is (IV s c = l)

-i- (p - eÂV • —U * E* (3.1)

2M r J
where N stands for the electron mass. Putting

(3.2)
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where YQ/m(n) are monopole harmonics with

q = evg, (3.3)

one readily gets for the radial equation

R + hi! R = ERJL - _ál . l± +
2M L dr2 r dr r2 J r

where the range of I is given by

i - lq|» kl • i» !q| • 2,... . (3.5)

Notice that the equation (3.1) coincides with the usual radial

equation for the H-atom, if an angular momentum number S is

defined as

S » M M f I - q! - q2 . (3.6)

Setcing k2 =-2ME, MAea/k = Y and P = 2kr, one gets

dP2 p dp L P p2

whose bound state solutions are given by

R(P) « e"P/apS iF, (-Y+S+1, 2S*2iP) . (3.8)
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In order to guarantee the correct behavior at P-»-», one must have

-Y + S + 1 = -n (3.9)

with n a positive integer. In this case» the confluent hyper

geometric function jFi appearing in (3.8), is a polynomial of

degree n * y S - l , and the energy spectrum is given by

E - - j Me*Y~2 *- -y Me*(n + S+ I)"' (3.10)

which is Balmer-like*'* and is represented in Fig.l for v=l. No

tice that there is no accidental degeneracy in the present case.

The normalization of the wave function (3.8) may be performed

using the well-known integrals involving confluent hypergeometric

functions10. Finally, we remark that the wave functions of the

ground state is zero at the origin, in contrast with the H-atom

case.

(ii) The Pauli Spin Case

The electron-dyon system in the present case, corresponds

to a particular case of the problem studied in section 2, with

Bz * Z - 1 (3.11)

where B», now, is expressed in Bohr magnetons. Then, the Pauli

equation now reads
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2M
(3.12)

Again, we treat first the states with j = |q| - 1/2 (or N = 0 ) ,

whose wave sections are given by

•m = ftr)!^ , (3.13)

with the spinor mohopole harmonics n defined by (A. 10). Ifeing

property P.6 of the Appendix and putting P = 2(-2ME) r (E<0),

we obtain the radial equation

JL -2. U-HJ f _ | £ -
Pf dp[dpj

1/2

f = 0

where y - Ae2(-2HE) / 2E. However, this equation does not have

any solution that fulfills the boundary condition

f(0) = 0 (3.15)

This occurs because the Hamiltonian corresponding to (3.12), is

not a properly defined operator for treating wave sections with

angular dependence of the type of that given by (3.13). The

reason for this is contained in the discussion of Lipkin, Vteis-

berger and PeshJcin11, who pointed out that the Jacobi identity

is not satisfied for the components of ?*p-eX, that is

[[Pi (3.16)
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For the SchrOdinger case, the Lipkin Heisberger and Fesh

kin difficulty does not appear, since all wave functions vanish

at the origin. However, this does not occur in the present case

and, to remedy the situation, we mustu provide the electron

with an "extra" magnetic moment so that the total magnetic mo-

ment, in Bohr magnetons, is given by

1*K (3.17)

where K is taken to be infinitesimal. With this assumption,

the Pauli equation (3.12), now, becomes

2

• K — 2_LÜ - *£_ += £• , (3.18)
2M r' r

and the radial equation (3.It), in turn, is

-T f * 0, (3.19)

with 0» an infinitesimal given by

0» * -kd K , (3.20)
2

where we made use of the Dirac quantization condition

2|q| s |v| . (3.21)

The solution of this equation that fulfills the boundary con-
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d i t i o n ( 3 . I S ) * i s

f ( P ) = e" P / 2 P& i F i ( - Y + S + l , 2 S + 2 - , P) ( 3 . 2 2 )

where

Bi * i ) " 1 (3.23)

i s also an infinitesimal. The correct behavior at P+», requires

that

-Y • S • 1 « - Y • 1 = -n (3.21»)

where n is a positive integer (n = 0, 1, 2,...). In this case

i F, is a polynomial of degree n, and we have

E - - "* e . (3.25)
2(n+l)*

We remark that these energies are independent of q and iden-

tical with the Balmer energies. In figure 2, where the energy

spectrum of the Pauli spin case is represented, those energies

correspond to the N = 0 tower.

The states with j>|q| * If2 are discussed next. In this

case, we have X = 0 (see eq. 2.20), and then the two possible

wave sections, which now are K-independent (tee «qs. 2.17 and

2.18), are given by



(l) (l) <»> (a) (O <0
a n d

(3.26)

Using the properties P.7 to P.10 in equation (3.19) with the

wave sections above, and putting P=2(-2ME) andY = Ae (-2ME) /2E»

we obtain two 2 order differential equations

(i)

'' '« 0; i si, 2
pa dP L dpj L p pa

with
1/»

(NCN+|V!)]

(3.27)

(3.28)

(i)

for i =p(v-l) = N(N*|v|)-

N(N*|v|)j for is 2,

(3.29)

and where we take the infinitesimal extra magnetic moment K to

be zero, since for the states under consideration, the radial

wave sections vanish at the origin. The corresponding eigen-

solutions are

f(1> (•> . P"-1 .-• u, P) n.30)
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, 2,

f(2) (p) = p11 •"•* ,F,(-Y + II + 1, 2u + 2; p)

with

d^ MI*•*

and

with *J

2(n» + y + l)*

Then it is clear that, for a given j-value, with the exception

of the ni = 0, all the other states show a double degene

racy, besides the degeneracy due to the angular momentum, given

by 2j +1. Using (2.7), and taking into account the Dirac quan-

tization condition (3.21), one obtains 2j + 1 = 2N+ |v|. The

complete spectrum with the respective degeneracy, for the case

with |v| = 1, is given in Fig. 2. Notice that there is no ac-

cidental degeneracy, as is the case in the H-atom.

Let us now compute the fine structure corrections for

the states with ji |q| +1/2, which are those that have double

degeneracy, for v * 1. These corrections can be obtained by

using perturbation theory, and considering as unperturbed states

those solutions to the Pauli spin equation (3.IB) with ic = 0.

The perturbation operator is obtained1* by making the non-
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relativistic limit of the Dirac equation, and taking only the

second order terms in (1/c). So, we obtain

v,. X [E • As - JL $.j] • _*SL_ ij.t • q lã] •
2M L r 2M J UM2r* I r J

• «=•=- 6(r) (3.32)
2Ml

where E is the energy, B is the magnetic field of the dyon,

t is the orbital angular momentum operator» given by

t * r x ( p - e X ) - q f » (3.33)

a n d o * e*«l/137.

For the states with ji|q| +1/2, as already discussed,

there are two possible wave sections, given by (3.26), Then, the

fine structure corrections can be obtained, for the two cases,

by computing the mean value of the perturbation operator

( i ) I (i) (i)
., 2,

Using the properties P.7 and P.B, and the orthogonality of the

eigen-sections € *s, we obtain
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AE
(Í: JL

2M
~2> • 2E(i)Xa<r-!>+ ±&

(3.35)

where E x i ; is given by (3.30) for i= 1, and by (3.31) for i= 2.

The last term of (3.32) does not appear, since the • vanish

at the origin. The mean values <r n>, can be calculated making

use of the well known integrals involving confluent hypergeo-

metric functions10. The final results are

AE
2(n,+u)s (M-y)

2(ni+u)

and

AE ( 2 )=-
2(n2+p • 1) (p

2(na+ M* l)
2(2y •

(2u-3)(2u-2)(2j»-l)(2u)(2w+l)

(3.36)

(2y-l)(2y)(2u*l)(2y+2)(2;i+3)

(u+l)(2y (3.37)

where c, s and w are given, respectively, by (A.13), (A.

and (3.28), and use was made of the Dirae quantization con

dition (3.21) with v « l . These corrections eliminate the double
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degeneracy that was present for all states with N i l and

n» • 1= n > 1 (see fig 2 ) , giving rise to an energy splitting,

given by

f m\ t * \

(3 .38)A E - A E ( t > - A E ( O

By subst i tut ing AE (>> and A E ( 1 ) , e q s . ( 3 . 3 6 ) and ( 3 . 2 7 ) , and

expressing o-, s and j in terms of y ( e q . ( 3 . 2 8 ) ) , we get

- M(Xo) - 10tu2 • 87
(na+ji*l)2(«»y2-l)(«fy2-9)

_ (1+tm2) (-16y*+2»»y'-6y2+3y+l) • (8y*-12M'»5y>«6y*2) (3 .39)

Table IV shows the calculated AE spl i t t ings far a nuriber

of s tates .

Table IV: Typical AE values for some s ta te s , given by expression
( 3 . 3 9 ) .

States

(na,ni)

(0,1)

(1,2)

(2,3)

AE C«O
N* 1

2,7 xlO-1

9,7xlO- s

»»,5xlO-f

N* 2

7,«fxlO-"

S^xlO-1

1,9 xlO-1

N« 3

»»,ixi<r»

2,2xlO- f

l^XlO**1

Note: These results hold for the cat* with v « X * 1.
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Finally» let us discuss an interesting feature of our

system namely the existence of a electric dipole moment. This

is due to the fact that our system violates the discrete sym-

metries P and T, as discussed by Kazama" for the Dirac elec-

tron. We shall determine, in our case, the magnitude of the ef

feet by computing the matrix element of the electric dipole mg

ment operator <5 = er for the lowest state with j = |q| -1/2 :

(3.10)

where ty =f(r)n. with f given by (3.22) and n by (A.10) of

the Appendix. The angular part of the integral can be computed,

using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and properties P.11 to P.13 of

the Appendix. On the other hand, the radial integrals can be

calculated making use of the well known integrals involving cog

fluent hypergeometric functions19. The final result is

<d > j 3 q m <n + l) 2 (3.41)
Z B 7 |q| MeX |q|+i

where n is the radial quantum number, and the range of m is

(3.42)-\ » l<ll -| -kl + y

It may be remarked that the infinitesimal extra magnetic dipole

moment, introduced to resolve the Lipkin, Weisberger Peshkin dif
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ficulty, does not alter the result (3.41). Rewritting the result

in the usual unities» we have

Aa Me

where "** /Me * 3.9 x 10""ucm, is the reduced Compton wave lenght for

the electron and o = e* «1/137. Using now, the Dirac quantization

condition (3.21), then

-8.01x10-»

This electric dipole moment, valid for the Pauli electron, is

typically of order 10~fEe.cnT|«

The analogous result for the spinless electron is

[ I / a !

where now the range of m is

» • kl» IQI -i» •••. - k l

This electric dipole moment is also typically of order
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U - CONCLUSIONS

As we have shown15 in the preceding sections, the monopole

harmonics provide a simple and elegant method for treating the

Pauli spin equation in the presence of magnetic monopoles.

The results obtained for the two problems discussed in

this paper are in agreement with those derived in older litera-

ture *•". However, they were here obtained in a much simpler and

direct way.

In connection with the electron-dyon system, we have ex

tended previous treatments by calculating fine structure split

tings of the ji|q| +1/2 levels and the expectation value of the

electric dipole moment operator for the ground state of the

system.

Finally, we wish to stress the desireability of extend-

ing the present treatment to the Dirac equation with a repulsive

hard-core similar to that employed here to estimate the binding

energy of a U(l) magnetic monopole to a spin 1/2 atonic nucleus.
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APPENDIX

The most relevant definitions and formulas on monopole

harmonics are included in this part, specially those on the

spinor monopole harmonics that have been used in the text.

The (escalar) monopole harmonics tQ i m •*** defined as

the simultaneous eigen-sections of the angular momentum oper-

ators t* and L» (see equation 2.3 for the definition of t)

where 1-0, 1/2, 1,..., and for a given £, m = -t% -^+1,..., I.

Given q, the possible I values are

I - |q|, |q| * lt... (A.2)

For explicit expressions of the monopole harmonics» the reader

is referred to the papers of Wu and Yang1.

The spinor monopole harmonics, by the other hand, are

defined as simultaneous eigen-sections of the operators 3* and

Jz (see equation 2.2 for the definition of 5)
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(i) (i)

(A.3)

(i) (i)
JZ #qj» = m *qjm

where i =1,2 refers to 1= j?l/2 respectively, and with

<A.«O

Explicit ly , we have

qjm

2j

( 2 )

and •

where the possible j values are given by

such that, for

V2

(A.5)

(A.6)

* 2> 3» •"

and for
(t)

qj» N*0, 1, 2,

(A.7)

(A.B)



The collection of all • *s form a complete orthonozmal set of

two-components spinor monopole harmonics.

For q = 0, the monopole harmonics are simply the ordinary

spherical harmonics, and the following properties hold:

(P-2) <*•*> »qjjn » -
r % j m '

From the expression

tl = 3a - c.t - | (A.9)

one has

(P.3) V *qjm
 íj T^3 + 2} #qJB 2

When q i 0, the lowest angular momentum state occurs for

j = |q| - 1/2 (or N * 0) and the corresponding angular section is

given by

nmS*qjm • J - 111 "J ' (A'10)

In this case» the following properties hold
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(P.5) (o.?) nffl * r -5- n.

(P.6) o.(p-Z|e|X)f(r)nB|=-i — »

For the higher angular nosentun states (ji|q|+l/2 or

i t is convenient to. fora* the following orthonornal linear COB

binations of Kl^ i^

SíJjD " c*qjm " q j á (A.11)

( 2 ) ( i ) ( 2 )

where

| , | - <A.13)
kV2

and

with c2 +sa = 1. In this case, the following properties holds:

(P.7) (a.r) 5 q ) B « - r { q J B

^ •' ( * ) ( O
(P.8) (a .r) CqjJB - - r Cqjjn



3S

CP.9) í.(p-2|a|X)f(r) C q j m

» |

with f(r) and f(r) arbitrary functions of the distance r,

and

u * [iKM* |Zv|>] , CA.15)

where we have used the Dirac quantization condition (2.13).

Finally» we give three importants properties'* of »ono-

pole harmonics, that have been used in the text.

(P.ll) (if) Y^ » cos©

ÍP 1J

I II I I ""II •

\ » »• JB"/ \ q q» q"/

where the large parentheses represents the Wigner Sj-synbols.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Spectrum corresponding to the SchrOdinger case, with

| v I = 1. The degeneracy of all states is given by 21*1.

Are also given the energy in eV for each state, accord

ing to expression (3.10).

Fig. 2 - Spectrum corresponding to the Pauli case, with |v|=l.

The lowest state in a tower is 2N+1 degenerate; the

others are 2(2N*1). Also given are the energy in eV

for each state, according to expressions (3.30) and

(3.31).
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